
Scrabble Club at Fernwood 2016 !
Word games are lots of fun!  On February Tuesdays during lunch 
playtimes several Grades 2 to 5 Fernwood students have been playing  
‘A E I O U’ - a simplified version of Scrabble.    !
Using the five vowels they are given, along with five consonants chosen 
at random from the table - replenishing their tiles as needed - the 
children attempt to make words that crisscross.  Once the first set of 
vowels are incorporated, they take another set of five mixed tiles,  
2 vowels and 3 consonants, and continue to build more words. !
It’s not long until the regulars realize how to achieve higher scores.   !
That certain letters are more valuable than others for scoring soon 
becomes evident.  Using ‘y’ as a vowel is most valuable as it nets 8 
points!  In one game Gracie achieved highest total score when she 
included the following ‘Y as a Vowel’ patterns: ‘Y = long i or e’, ‘YE’, 
‘UY’, and ‘AY’.  Very clever indeed! !
More words net more points.  So, some participants work quickly to 
make words with their tiles, then head back frequently for more tiles to 
make more words. Akasha is a master at this strategy.  In one game she 
made a total of 34 words - with a total of 201 points!!!!   !
Ever the creative one, Gracie came up with the idea that words might 
read backward as well as forward.  So, we adopted this ‘new twist’ in the 
game.  We discovered this sometimes means words can even count twice: 
NO=ON, RAW=WAR, SLAP=PALS etc.  Keeps me on my toes scoring games!!! !
Most interesting words and highest scoring words also win.  Wins for 
creating ‘Most Interesting Words’ include DATA made by Annie, Jazlyn & 
Micha and WRING which was Akasha’s.  Thus far, Nolan holds the record 
for highest score when his word FUZZY netted him 22 points!  !
There is plenty of learning and fun to look forward to - and an 
opportunity to support the worthy work of the Stephen Lewis Foundation 
in our Championship Game in the last week of February.


